FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tahoe Seating integrates component that continues to push superior
manufacturing quality.

Tahoe Seating, of Carrollton, Texas, announces the integration of a T-nut component
that takes 500 lbs of pressure and offers ease of assembly for higher manufacturing
standards.
"We listen, listen, listen, and then we execute," said Adam Cox, Principal of Tahoe
Seating. "As a manufacturer of motion seating, you cannot compromise the quality of
your components - especially when integrating vibro tactile and actuator devices into
seating. Compounded by the natural elements of time, humidity and heat, some of these
devices generate over 1,500 pounds of energy. Due to our competitive market
advantages, our supplier for this innovative component is confidential, but I can say, that
after years of diligent research and a commitment to quality, this T-nut component is a
differentiator of distinction! Gone are the days when custom installers had to deal with
T-nuts coming out in the field! This T-nut component sustains 500 lbs of force per nut
and most importantly offers our dealers ease of field assembly."
"This product helps us live by our mantra, 'Quality is remembered long after price is
forgotten'," says Rick Neverdousky, National Sales Director of Tahoe Seating. "This is,
by far, Tahoe Seating's best innovation in the entire time I have been with the company.
Superior Components, Super Quality… that's Tahoe Seating."
Tahoe Seating's hair on hide and cowhide furniture is hand built per order and inspected
at every production point during manufacturing, making this a true custom built product.
Available from our e-commerce site and authorized Tahoe Seating dealers in North
America, customers should allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery from order.
As the manufacturer, Tahoe Seating offers custom cowhide furniture and seating, hair on
hide furniture, southwest furniture and fine southwest style furniture through e-commerce
and our network authorized dealers. Tahoe Seating's Collection cowhide furniture, hair on
hide furniture and fine southwest furniture has over leather grades from the world's finest
tanneries. Tahoe Seating's manufacturing facility is based out of Carrollton, Texas just
North of Dallas.
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